Association between textural and morphological tumor indices on baseline PET-CT and early metabolic response on interim PET-CT in bulky malignant lymphomas
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Purpose: We investigated whether metabolic, textural, and morphological tumoral indices evaluated on baseline PET-CT were predictive of early metabolic response on interim PET-CT in a cohort of patients with bulky Hodgkin and non-Hodgkin malignant lymphomas.

Methods: This retrospective study included 57 patients referred for initial PET-CT examination. In-house dedicated software was used to delineate tumor contours using a fixed 30% threshold of SUV max and then to compute tumoral metabolic parameters (SUV max, mean, peak, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis, metabolic tumoral volume (MTV), total lesion glycolysis, and area under the curve of the cumulative histogram), textural parameters (Moran’s and Geary’s indices, energy, entropy, contrast, correlation derived from the gray-level co-occurrence matrix, area under the curve of the power spectral density, auto-correlation distance, and granularity), and shape parameters (surface, asphericity, convexity, surfacic extension, and 2D and 3D fractal dimensions). Early metabolic response was assessed on interim PET-CT using the Deauville 5-point scale and patients were ranked according to the Lugano classification as complete or not complete metabolic responders. The impact of the segmentation method (alternate threshold at 41%) and image resolution (Gaussian postsmoothing of 3, 5, and 7 mm) was investigated. The association of the proposed parameters with early response was assessed in univariate and multivariate analyses. Their added predictive value was explored using supervised classification by support vector machines (SVM). We evaluated in leave-one-out cross-validation three SVMs admitting as input features (a) MTV, (b) MTV + histological type, and (c) MTV + histology + relevant texture/shape indices.

Results: Features associated with complete metabolic response were low MTV ($P = 0.01$), low TLG ($P = 0.003$), high power spectral density AUC ($P = 0.007$), high surfacic extension ($P = 0.006$), low 2D fractal dimension ($P = 0.007$), and low 3D fractal dimension ($P = 0.003$). The prognostic value of these metrics was optimal with the 30% segmentation threshold and overall was progressively altered with decreasing image resolution. In cross-validation, the SVM accounting for texture and shape achieved the highest predictive value with ROC AUC of 0.82 and 80% accuracy (compared with 0.68 and 61% for MTV, and 0.65 and 68% for MTV + histology).

Conclusions: The combination of usual prognostic factors with appropriately chosen textural and shape parameters evaluated on baseline PET-CT improves the prediction of early metabolic response in bulky lymphoma. © 2017 American Association of Physicists in Medicine [https://doi.org/10.1002/mp.12349]
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1. INTRODUCTION

Positron emission tomography coupled with computed tomography (PET-CT) using $^{18}$F-fluorodeoxyglucose ($^{18}$FDG) has long been a reference imaging tool for the diagnosis and staging of lymphomatous disease, particularly in $^{18}$FDG avid histological types like Hodgkin disease and diffuse large B cell lymphomas. Baseline PET-CT is used to
characterize the metabolic tumor burden and detect nodal and extra-nodal involvement. PET-CT is also pertinent for therapeutic evaluation, enabling the assessment of tumor metabolic response to chemotherapy. Interim PET-CT after two to three cycles of chemotherapy has proven to be an independent predictor of progression-free and overall survival in Hodgkin and non-Hodgkin lymphomas. Currently, the prognostic information deduced from initial and interim PET examinations is based on qualitative review (number and topography of nodal sites, visceral involvement), uptake quantification and follow-up using standardized uptake value (SUV), and volumetric measurements (metabolic tumor size or volume). This information enables therapy to be tailored to the individual patient, via minimization or intensification for low- and high-risk patient populations respectively.

Tumor heterogeneity at both microscopic and macroscopic scales is related to cancer growth and dissemination as it reflects such histopathological features as tumor cellularity, necrosis, hypoxia, and angiogenesis, as well as the co-existence of multiple cell variants within primary tumors. In the past few decades, effort in oncological imaging has focused on quantitative image analysis and image-based feature extraction as noninvasive methods to provide additional information on intratumoral heterogeneity. Owing to part in ongoing improvements in PET spatial resolution (time-of-flight acquisition, 3D iterative reconstruction, point spread function (PSF) correction), textural and morphological characterization of tumoral metabolic patterns in $^{18}$FDG-PET has become an emerging topic in nuclear medicine. Several studies have investigated its potential interest in non-small-cell lung cancer for initial diagnosis and staging and have shown that textural abnormalities are predictive of response to chemotherapy and survival. Recent attempts have also been made to correlate textural features with pathological prognostic factors in breast cancer and to exploit textural analysis for therapeutic response prediction and monitoring in esophageal, cervical, and breast cancers and for planning external radiation beam therapy in head and neck cancers. Beyond clinical considerations, the heterogeneity computed on PET-CT correlates well with that computed ex vivo from autoradiography and the spatial cell patterns observed on pathological slides.

With regard to lymphomas, there is very little evidence that textural analysis provides diagnostic or prognostic information. Lartizien et al. showed that textural information extracted from $^{18}$FDG PET-CT might help to better discriminate between neoplastic and inflammatory hypermetabolic foci. Recent research has tended to demonstrate that textural analysis of computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance (MR) images can predict therapeutic response and progression-free survival in Hodgkin and non-Hodgkin lymphomas. In the present study, we sought to investigate the extent to which textural and morphological tumoral indices evaluated on baseline $^{18}$FDG PET-CT were predictive of early metabolic response assessed on interim PET-CT in a cohort of Hodgkin and non-Hodgkin patients presenting with a bulky mass.

### 2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

#### 2.A. Study population

A retrospective study was conducted with patients referred to the nuclear medicine department of Montpellier University Hospital, France, from June 2014 to January 2016 for the initial PET-CT evaluation of a malignant lymphoma. The study was approved by the local ethics committee and the requirement for individual informed consent was waived. The inclusion criteria were the presence of at least one bulky tumor (nodal or extra-nodal) with metabolic tumor volume over 50 cm$^3$ on the baseline PET-CT and histological proof of malignant lymphoma (either Hodgkin or non-Hodgkin). Fifty-seven patients between 12 and 93 yr old were included (median 52 yr). Table I summarizes the clinical characteristics of the study population as well as the histological classification, Ann Arbor staging, and tumor localization. Twenty-five percent of the patients presented with Hodgkin lymphomas (HL) and 75% with non-Hodgkin lymphomas (NHL), predominantly diffuse large B cell (DLBCL) and transformed follicular lymphomas. Almost two-thirds of the patients presented extra-nodal involvement (Ann Arbor stage IV). The tumor localization was nodal in 60% of the cases and extra-nodal (mostly splenic, hepatic, or osteo-medullary) in 40%.

All patients benefited from an interim PET-CT evaluation after 2–6 (median 4) cycles of chemotherapy (mostly ABVD or BEACOPP in HL, and R-CHOP in NHL). The

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I. Clinical characteristics of the study population. Histological classification, Ann Arbor staging and bulky mass localization on baseline PET-CT.</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Male 34 (60%)</th>
<th>Female 23 (40%)</th>
<th>Age (years) 52 ± 20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Histological type</td>
<td>Hodgkin 14 (25%)</td>
<td>Non-Hodgkin 43 (75%)</td>
<td>Diffuse large B cell 31 (54%)</td>
<td>Follicular 9 (16%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann arbor stage</td>
<td>I 2 (4%)</td>
<td>II 9 (16%)</td>
<td>III 10 (18%)</td>
<td>IV 36 (63%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulky mass localization</td>
<td>Nodal 34 (60%)</td>
<td>Extra-nodal 23 (40%)</td>
<td>Lugano classification</td>
<td>Complete metabolic response 32 (56%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
interval between baseline and interim PET-CT evaluations ranged from 5 to 32 weeks (median 11 weeks). Interim PET-CT scans were interpreted and scored using the Deauville 5-point scale, and patients could thus be ranked according to the Lugano classification\(^3\) as complete metabolic responders (CMR, for Deauville 1–3) or not complete metabolic responders (no-CMR, for Deauville 4–5). Thirty-two (56%) patients were rated CMR, while 25 (44%) were rated no-CMR.

All PET-CT examinations were performed with a Siemens Biograph mCT 20 Flow (four rings) scanner following IV injection of 3.5 MBq/Kg of \(^{18}\)FDG. The PET axial field of view systematically encompassed head, thorax, abdomen, and pelvis. PET data were acquired in time-of-flight mode and images were reconstructed using the manufacturer’s dedicated software and specifications (3D OSEM using 21 subsets and two iterations including PSF correction followed by postfiltering with a 3 mm wide Gaussian kernel). Image matrices were sampled on a 400 × 400 grid with a voxel size of 2.04 × 2.04 × 2.03 mm\(^3\).

2.B. Metabolic, textural, and morphological analysis

Metabolic, textural, and shape analyses were performed on the baseline PET-CT examinations retrieved from the local archiving system using in-house dedicated software. The choice of the studied tumor site and the subsequent computations were conducted blind to the results of the interim PET-CT. For each patient, only the largest tumor site with a metabolic volume over 50 cm\(^3\) was taken into account and postprocessed. Reconstructed PET data were smoothed using Gaussian postfiltering of increasing FWHM (3, 5, and 7 mm) to test the impact of image resolution and PSF correction. Then tumor boundaries were defined using a fixed threshold with respect to the maximal SUV and a connectivity constraint. Extratumoral uptake (myocardial, cerebral, urinary) was manually masked whenever necessary. Two threshold values (30% and 41%) were sequentially implemented in order to evaluate the impact of the segmentation technique.\(^29\) Once the tumor volume of interest (VOI) was segmented, the following parameters were estimated.

2.B.1. Metabolic indices

Computed indices included maximal SUV (SUV max), peak SUV in a 1 cm\(^3\) region around the maximal SUV voxel so that the mean SUV in that region was maximal (SUV peak), mean SUV in the tumor (SUV mean), second, third, and fourth moments of the SUV distribution in the tumor (respectively, SUV variance, skewness, and kurtosis), the area under the curve of the voxel cumulative histogram sampled between minimal and maximal SUV (histogram AUC), metabolic tumor volume (MTV) as the tumor volume in cm\(^3\), and total lesion glycolysis (TLG) as the product of MTV multiplied by the SUV mean.

2.B.2. Textural indices

Let \(D\) be the radioactive distribution indexed by voxel number \(i\) \((i = 1\ldots N)\). Moran’s index (\(I\)) and Geary’s index (\(C\)) were defined as:

\[
I = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} w_{ij} (D_i - \bar{D})(D_j - \bar{D})}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} (D_i - \bar{D})^2}
\]

\[
C = \frac{N - 1}{2 \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} w_{ij} (D_i - D_j)^2} - \frac{1}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} (D_i - \bar{D})^2}
\]

with \(\bar{D}\) the average value of \(D\) and \(w\) a local weighting kernel. Morans’s and Geary’s indices are measures of spatial autocorrelation and have the ability to detect repeating patterns in the studied image.

The gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) \(G\) was defined as:\(^30\)

\[
G_{ab} = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } \hat{D}_i = a \text{ and } \hat{D}_j = b \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

where \(\omega(i)\) stood for the three-dimensional 26-neighbourhood of voxel \(i\), \(\hat{D}\) was the discrete resampled distribution, and with \(a, b = 1\ldots L\) where \(L\) is the number of gray levels. The matrix was built based on the assumption that the textural information in an image is contained in the average spatial relationship that the gray tones in the image have to one another. This relationship was described using GLCM-based textural features defined as follows:

Energy: \(E = \sum_a \sum_b G_{ab}^2\)

Entropy: \(S = -\sum_a \sum_b G_{ab} \log(G_{ab})\)

Contrast: \(T = \sum_a \sum_b (a - b)^2 G_{ab}\)

Correlation: \(O = \sum_a \sum_b \frac{(a - \mu_a)(b - \mu_b)}{\sigma_a \sigma_b} G_{ab}\) with \(\mu_a, \mu_b, \sigma_a, \sigma_b\), respectively, the marginal means and standard deviations along the \(a\) and \(b\) dimensions.

The GLCM was computed after resampling of the voxel SUV values using two distinct resampling techniques.\(^31\) The first technique was based on relative resampling using \(L\) gray levels equally distributed between minimal and maximal SUV in the tumor: \(\hat{D} = \text{round}\{L \frac{D - \text{SUV}_\text{min}}{\text{SUV}_\text{max} - \text{SUV}_\text{min}}\}\). The second technique relied on absolute resampling in which the lower and upper SUV bounds were set to 0 and 100: \(\hat{D} = \text{round}\{L \frac{D}{100}\}\). Three discretization levels (\(L = 25, 50\) and 100) were implemented in order to evaluate the influence of the number of gray levels on the computed parameters.

Let \(\hat{D}\) be the 3D Fourier transform of \(D\). The normalized power spectral density (PSD) was defined as

\[
PSD(v) = \kappa \frac{1}{2\pi^2} \left( \int_{S_2} \hat{\hat{D}}^2 \right)
\]

where \(S_2\) was the 2-sphere of radius \(v\) and \(\kappa\) a normalization coefficient such that \(PSD(0) = 1\). The area under the curve of the PSD (PSD AUC) was normalized by the maximal (Nyquist) frequency and stood as a
measure of spatial frequency distribution inside the tumor VOI. Using the Wiener-Khintchine theorem, the autocorrelation (AC) function of $D$ can be written as $R_D = \hat{\text{PSD}}$ where $\hat{\text{PSD}}$ stands for the 1D inverse Fourier transform. The AC distance $\bar{d}$ was defined as the distance such that $R_D(d) < 0.1$ for $d \geq \bar{d}$. Granularity $Y$ was computed as $Y = -\log \left( \frac{\bar{d}}{\text{MTV}} \right)$ and was a measure of how fine the image grain was compared to the tumor dimensions.

### 2.B.3. Morphological (shape) indices

Surface in cm$^2$ was the surface of the 3D contour of the tumor VOI computed on a voxel basis. Asphericity was defined as $A = \frac{\text{Surf}_T}{\text{Surf}_S} - 1$ with $\text{Surf}_T$ the surface of the tumor VOI and $\text{Surf}_S$ the value of the ratio $\frac{\text{Surf}_T}{\text{Surf}_S}$ for a perfectly spherical VOI. It depicted how the tumor VOI departed from a sphere. The convex hull of a tumor VOI was defined as the smallest convex set of voxels containing the VOI. Convexity was defined as the ratio of the volume of the tumor VOI to the volume of its convex hull. SURFic extension was defined as the ratio of the surface of the convex hull to the surface of the tumor VOI. The Minkowski-Bouligand fractal dimension of an $m$-dimensional hypersurface $\Phi$ was defined as $\text{dim}(\Phi) = \lim_{c \to 0} -\log(n_c)/\log(1/c)$ with $n_c$ the total number of $m$-dimensional boxes of side length $c$ required to cover $\Phi$. It was evaluated by computing $n_c$ for decreasing values of $c$ using a box-counting method, then estimating the slope of $\{-\log(n_c); \log(1/c)\}$ through a linear regression. In two dimensions (2D), it stood for the fractal dimension of the surface of the tumor VOI. In three dimensions (3D), it stood for the fractal dimension of the 3D radioactive distribution inside the tumor VOI processed as a 3D hypersurface.

### 2.C. Statistical analysis

The metabolic, textural and shape indices are given as interquartile range (IQR) because the number of patients in each group was relatively small and most of the computed parameters followed a non-normal distribution. The correlation of the computed indices with MTV and SUV max was assessed using Pearson’s coefficient $R$. Their association with histological type (HL or NHL) was evaluated using a Wilcoxon rank sum test.

The distributions of metabolic, textural and shape indices in CMR and no-CMR patients were compared using a Wilcoxon rank sum test. For each parameter that significantly differed between groups, a multivariate analysis was conducted to compensate the potential confusion related to MTV and histological type using stepwise linear regression with an entry criterion of $P < 0.05$ and a removal criterion of $P > 0.10$. The first regression included the tested parameter and MTV as explicative factors. The second factor included, in addition, the histological type and Ann Arbor stage. A two-sided $P$-value $\leq 0.05$ was considered statistically significant. In order to account for multiple testing, the Benjamini–Hochberg procedure was employed to correct for type I error inflation.

To test for predictive capabilities, a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis was conducted for each parameter. The area under the ROC curve (AUC) reflected the global performance of the tested parameter in discriminating complete responders from noncomplete responders. The optimal accuracy was obtained by maximizing Youden’s index ($\text{sensitivity} + \text{specificity} - 1$). The added prognostic value of textural and shape indices was further investigated using support vector machines (SVM). An SVM is a nonprobabilistic binary linear classifier based on a set of hyperplanes that are optimized using a training dataset. Here, we studied three SVMs which admitted as input features: (a) MTV, (b) MTV and histological type, and (c) MTV, histological type, textural, and shape features. The performances of these SVMs were evaluated in self-validation and leave-one-out cross-validation. In self-validation, both the training and testing sets were constituted of the whole patient population. In leave-one-out cross-validation, each patient was classified using SVMs trained based on all patients except that one. The superiority of the SVM accounting for textural and shape features was assessed by comparing ROC AUCs using a one-sided test. Accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, and negative and predictive positive values were estimated, along with their 95% confidence interval computed using the Wilson score interval with continuity correction.

All statistical computations were performed using Matlab R2013 (The Math Works, Natick, MA, USA).

### 3. RESULTS

Table II summarizes the characteristics and performances of metabolic, textural and shape parameters. It details the interquartile ranges for the CMR and no-CMR patients, the statistical significance of the difference between the two groups in the univariate and multivariate analyses, the ROC AUC and accuracy, the correlation with MTV and SUV max, and the association with histological type. The GLCM-derived indices mentioned in the table are those computed using relative resampling and 50 gray levels. The number of gray levels used to compute the GLCM affected the amplitude of the GLCM-derived indices but did not have a significant influence on their correlation with metabolic response. The GLCM indices resulting from absolute resampling, which are not reported in the table, were highly correlated with SUV max ($R \sim 0.80$ for entropy, energy, and contrast), and none of them was associated with early metabolic response (ROC AUC of 0.57, 0.57, 0.54, and 0.62 for entropy, energy, contrast, and correlation respectively). All the results shown in Table II are those obtained on the basis of 3 mm postsmoothed PET images segmented using a 30% SUVmax threshold, which will be considered as the reference results in the sequel. Figure 1 displays the distribution of MTV, and TLG in the CMR and no-CMR patients, as well as the six indices that were significantly associated with metabolic response in both the univariate and multivariate analyses.
Table II. Association between metabolic, textural, and morphological indices on baseline PET-CT (3 mm postfiltering, segmentation threshold 30%) and tumor metabolic response on interim PET-CT. Correlation with tumor volume, SUV max, and histological type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metabolic indices</th>
<th>CMR IQR</th>
<th>No-CMR IQR</th>
<th>p (adjusted p)</th>
<th>ROC analysis</th>
<th>Correlation with MTV</th>
<th>Correlation with SUV max</th>
<th>Assoc. histol.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUV max</td>
<td>[14.8 29.1]</td>
<td>[19.2 37.2]</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>0.63 64%</td>
<td>0.07 ns</td>
<td>– –</td>
<td>0.008*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUV peak</td>
<td>[10.3 20.4]</td>
<td>[14.6 26.5]</td>
<td>0.03 (ns)</td>
<td>0.67 68%</td>
<td>0.17 ns</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUV mean</td>
<td>[6.2 14.5]</td>
<td>[8.9 16.0]</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>0.64 68%</td>
<td>0.09 ns</td>
<td>0.95 &lt;0.001*</td>
<td>0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUV std. dev.</td>
<td>[2.7 15.3]</td>
<td>[4.0 16.8]</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>0.58 61%</td>
<td>0.00 ns</td>
<td>0.93 &lt;0.001*</td>
<td>0.007*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUV skewness</td>
<td>[0.25 1.24]</td>
<td>[0.42 1.16]</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>0.50 55%</td>
<td>–0.22 ns</td>
<td>–1.7 ns</td>
<td>0.01 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUV kurtosis</td>
<td>[2.6 4.9]</td>
<td>[2.6 4.9]</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>0.53 58%</td>
<td>–0.05 ns</td>
<td>–1.2 ns</td>
<td>Ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cum. hist. AUC (%)</td>
<td>[69.6 82.7]</td>
<td>[70.3 82.8]</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>0.54 58%</td>
<td>–0.14 ns</td>
<td>–0.16 ns</td>
<td>Ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTV (mL)</td>
<td>[89 408]</td>
<td>[207 1066]</td>
<td>0.01* (ns)</td>
<td>0.70 69%</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.07 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLG (mL)</td>
<td>[960 3870]</td>
<td>[2560 11200]</td>
<td>0.003* (ns)</td>
<td>0.74  72%</td>
<td>0.81 &lt;0.001*</td>
<td>0.47 &lt;0.001*</td>
<td>0.001*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Textural indices | Moran’s I | [0.87 0.93] | [0.87 0.93] | ns | 0.51 60% | 0.21 ns | 0.26 0.05 | Ns |
|                 | Geary’s C  | [0.02 0.07] | [0.02 0.05] | ns | 0.56 59% | –0.13 ns | –0.58 <0.001* | 0.01* |
|                 | Entropy    | [6.1 6.6]   | [5.8 6.5]    | ns | 0.63 62% | –0.25 ns | 0.07 ns | Ns |
|                 | Energy     | [5.0 9.8]   | [5.7 11.8]   | ns | 0.62 66% | 0.19 ns | –0.04 ns | Ns |
|                 | Contrast   | [22.3 39.0] | [18.6 30.3]  | 0.02 (0.01–0.008) | 0.69 70% | –0.47 <0.001* | 0.12 ns | Ns |
|                 | Correlation | [36.3 39.7] | [36.6 42.6]  | ns | 0.63 67% | 0.50 <0.001* | –0.11 ns | Ns |
|                 | PSD AUC (%)| [12.3 17.3] | [9.3 14.1]   | 0.007* (0.005–0.05) | 0.71 69% | –0.78 <0.001* | –0.04 ns | 0.01* |
|                 | AC distance (mm) | [7 9] | [7 10] | ns | 0.51 58% | 0.42 0.001* | 0.11 ns | ns |
|                 | Granularity | [5.20 6.72] | [6.00 7.55]  | 0.02 (0.02–0.05) | 0.68 68% | 0.62 <0.001* | –0.08 ns | Ns |

| Shape indices | Surface (cm²) | [269 623] | [507 1339] | 0.002* (ns) | 0.73 73% | 0.77 <0.001* | –0.04 ns | 0.02 |
|               | Asphericity  | [5.2 25.2] | [8.6 60.3]  | ns | 0.63 69% | 0.08 ns | –0.06 ns | Ns |
|               | Convexity    | [0.31 0.53] | [0.31 0.58] | ns | 0.55 59% | 0.15 ns | 0.00 ns | Ns |
|               | Surf. extension | [0.95 1.11] | [0.71 1.03] | 0.006* (0.01–0.02) | 0.71 70% | –0.43 0.001* | 0.07 ns | Ns |
|               | 2D fractal dim. | [1.99 2.12] | [2.07 2.20] | 0.007* (0.003–0.003) | 0.71 66% | 0.41 0.002* | –0.09 ns | Ns |
|               | 3D fractal dim. | [2.96 3.08] | [3.03 3.19] | 0.003* (0.001–0.01) | 0.73 72% | 0.69 <0.001* | –0.05 ns | 0.04 |

GLCM-derived features were obtained using relative resampling. CMR, complete metabolic response; IQR, interquartile range; AUC, area under the ROC curve; Acc., balanced accuracy. P-values are adjusted on MTV, then on MTV, histology and Ann Arbor stage.

*remained significant after correction for multiple testing.

(contrast, PSD AUC, granularity, surfacic extension, 2D and 3D fractal dimensions).

MTV and TLG were significantly lower in the early metabolic responders in the univariate analysis, but not after adjustment for histological type and disease stage since histological type appeared as the main determinant of metabolic response ($P < 0.001$). Optimal cut-off values derived from the ROC analysis were 604 mL and 3040 mL for MTV and TLG respectively. For the GLCM-derived textural indices, the contrast was significantly higher in the CMR patients ($P = 0.02$, adjusted 0.008). For the PSD-derived indices, PSD AUC was significantly increased ($P = 0.007$, adjusted 0.05) and granularity significantly decreased ($P = 0.02$, adjusted 0.05) in the CMR patients. As for the shape parameters, the metabolic response was significantly associated with surfacic extension (higher for CMR patients, $P = 0.006$, adjusted 0.02), 2D fractal dimension (lower in CMR patients, $P = 0.007$, adjusted 0.003) and 3D fractal dimension (lower in CMR patients, $P = 0.003$, adjusted 0.01). In the ROC analysis, MTV and TLG were the best metabolic predictors of early response (AUCs 0.70 and 0.74, accuracies 69% and 72% respectively). Contrast, PSD AUC, surfacic extension and 3D fractal dimensions achieved similar predictive performances with ROC AUCs ranging from 0.69 to 0.73 and accuracies ranging from 69% to 72%.

Table III details the impact of segmentation threshold (41%, using 3 mm postsmoothed PET data) and postsmoothing level (5 or 7 mm, using a 30% segmentation threshold) on MTV, TLG, and relevant texture and shape indices. For each parameter, the table shows the bias and Pearson’s correlation with respect to the reference parameter (3 mm postsmoothing and 30% thresholded VOIs) and the strength of the univariate association with early metabolic response. For comparison, the corresponding p-values for the reference parameter are
recalled in the first column of the table. Textural and morphological parameters showed globally higher statistical association with early metabolic response when computed with the 30% thresholded VOIs, compared with those based on a 41% threshold. Image postsmoothing markedly impacted the prognostic value of the shape parameters, since their association with metabolic response was progressively altered with increasing postsmoothing level. The relevant textural features (contrast, PSD AUC, and granularity) remained significantly associated with early response within the tested range of smoothing levels (3–7 mm).

Figure 2 presents the ROC curves resulting from the evaluation of the implemented SVMs in self-validation (left) and cross-validation (right). The combination of texture and shape parameters that gave the best added prognostic value to the third SVM was contrast, PSD AUC, surfacic extension, and the 2D and 3D fractal dimensions. Replacing MTV with TLG or taking into account the Ann Arbor stage, SUV max or SUV peak did not bring substantial improvement to any of the three tested SVMs. Table IV details the performances of the three SVMs in terms of ROC AUC, balanced accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, negative and positive predictive values, and risk ratio. For comparison, classifying patients based on histological type alone (HL versus NHL) yielded 67% accuracy, 96% sensitivity, 39% specificity, 92% negative predictive value, 56% positive predictive value, and 7.3 risk ratio. The SVM including textural and shape parameters yielded greater predictive power than those based on MTV.
and histology, with a high accuracy of 80% in cross-validation (compared with 61% and 68% for MTV and MTV + histology, respectively).

For illustrative purposes, Fig. 3 shows three examples of baseline PET-CT for one Hodgkin and two non-Hodgkin lymphomas. On each subplot the PET-CT fused slices and the PET images (gray-level) with superimposed tumor contours (green line) are displayed. Relevant metabolic, textural, and morphological indices are summarized on the right side of each subplot.

4. DISCUSSION

To our knowledge, this is the first study to investigate the potential prognostic value of textural and shape parameters evaluated on baseline PET-CT examination in malignant lymphomas. We deliberately chose to focus on patients presenting with a bulky mass since it is well-established that the complementary information provided by textural analysis strongly depends on tumor size and substantially increases with large volumes.33 Although numerous textural metrics are known to be dependent on metabolic volume,33,34 we considered a wide range of tumor volumes (from $50 \text{ cm}^3$ to over $3000 \text{ cm}^3$) in order to match the wide variability of tumor presentation in routine clinical settings. An automatic segmentation method using a relative threshold at 30% of the SUV max was chosen for the sake of robustness and reproducibility. The 30% value was empirically selected as the one providing globally the most satisfying contours with regard to coregistered morphological slices. Furthermore, a
recent study concluded that a 30% threshold produces pertinent volumetric segmentation and heterogeneity quantification for highly contrasted bulky tumors. An alternative threshold at 41% of SUVmax was also tested, in line with recent research regarding the prognostic value of metabolic tumor volume. The main limitations of the present study are related to its retrospective design and the limited number of patients. The Hodgkin and non-Hodgkin patients were pooled in order to maximize the statistical power of the study, as has been done in recent CT-based textural analysis. Long-term follow-up was not available for survival assessment since most of the PET-CT examinations dated back only a few months when the statistical analysis was conducted.
4.A. Metabolic indices

Unsurprisingly, none of the first-order metrics describing the SUV distribution was associated with tumor volume. As has already been reported, the SUV values were significantly lower in Hodgkin lymphomas compared with non-Hodgkin, likely due to dissimilar pathological processes leading to $^{18}$FDG accumulation (higher inflammatory activity in HL). SUV peak was moderately associated with metabolic response in univariate analysis. It has been established that SUV max measured on baseline PET-CT is predictive of long-term progression-free and overall survival, particularly in DLBCL lymphomas, since it reflects tumor aggressiveness and propensity to relapse. There is, however, no evidence that baseline SUV max or SUV peak correlates with tumor sensitivity to first-line chemotherapy.

Several studies have clearly demonstrated the influence of total MTV and TLG on progression-free survival. In our particular case tumor MTV and TLG were significantly associated with early metabolic response, although they were only representative of the metabolic burden of the bulky mass under consideration, and not of the total metabolic burden of the disease. Optimal cut-off values for MTV are known to be dependent on the study population and the method of MTV measurement. The optimal MTV cut-off around 600 mL observed in our population was similar to that of 550 mL proposed by Sasenelli et al. for progression-free and overall survival prediction in DLBCL. The lower optimal MTV cutoff of 400 mL recently reported by Mikhaeel et al. on a large cohort of DLBCL patients was likely consecutive to the tumor segmentation method that relied on absolute SUV thresholding.

4.B. Textural indices

Textural parameters based on the gray-level co-occurrence matrix were variably correlated with tumor volume, as discussed elsewhere. Our results may appear somewhat different from previously reported correlation degrees, likely due to the fact that correlation with MTV tends to recede for increasing volumes. Among the GLCM-derived indices, contrast was the only independent predictor of metabolic response, with higher contrast values associated with better responses. Dissimilarity (which is a GLCM-derived index akin to contrast) has already been highlighted as a good predictor of therapeutic response and long-term survival in esophageal and nonsmall-cell lung cancers.

To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to evaluate the prognostic value of PSD-related indices in oncological PET. Their performances should therefore be interpreted with caution and deserve further assessment on a broader range of tumor types. PSD AUC was naturally negatively correlated with tumor volume since an increase in object size translates into a narrower spectral distribution. AC distance was positively correlated with tumor volume due to its duality with PSD. Granularity was by definition negatively correlated with tumor volume. After univariate and multivariate analyses, both PSD AUC and granularity appeared as independent predictors of early metabolic response. Tumors with higher granularity, i.e., fine-grained tumors with higher global heterogeneity, corresponded to a lower probability of complete response. One explanation for the association between higher PSD AUCs and better metabolic responses is that the high-frequency content of the spectrum essentially accounts for tumor edges, with sharp and well-defined edges resulting in heavy-tailed PSDs with higher AUC. It might be hypothesized that fine-grained overall texture and crumbled edges reveal histopathological features such as cellular heterogeneity, areas of hypoxia or necrosis, and patchy vascularity, which would negatively affect tumoral response to chemotherapy.

These findings are in line with recent results showing the potential interest of textural features extracted from morphological images to assess disease status and risk-stratify patients with Hodgkin and non-Hodgkin lymphomas. Textural analysis of MR images has been helpful for chemotherapy response monitoring in NHL. Contrast-enhanced CT textural features proved useful in identifying nodal residual disease in HL. More importantly, Ganeshan et al. recently demonstrated that heterogeneity metrics extracted from pretreatment CT provide prognostic information that is complementary to interim PET-CT and that these metrics are independent predictors of progression-free survival in both HL and NHL.

4.C. Morphological indices

Quantitative morphological characterization of tumoral lesions, essentially through fractal analysis, has been shown to bring additional diagnostic and prognostic value in the areas of computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging. Morphological analysis of PET images postulates that $^{18}$FDG distribution, after appropriate segmentation, reflects the actual boundaries of the metabolically active tumoral tissue, the produced indices rendering the morphological complexity and heterogeneity of the tumor. Among the shape parameters evaluated in the present study, surfacic extension, and 2D and 3D fractal dimensions were independent predictors of early metabolic response. The surfacic extension depicted how, for a given surface, the tumoral volume spreads over space. Higher surfacic extension was associated with better metabolic response, possibly due to wider peripheral vascularization and hence greater exposure of the tumor shell to chemotherapeutic agents. The 2D fractal dimension reflects the global complexity of the tumor surface by estimating how details on the surface change with the scale at which it is measured, with its value tending toward 2 for smooth surfaces. The 3D fractal dimension accounts for both surface complexity and intratumoral uptake heterogeneity, with its value tending toward 3 for smooth surfaces with smooth tracer distribution. Lower values of both the 2D and 3D fractal dimensions were significantly associated with higher rates of complete metabolic response. One can reasonably infer that fractal dimensions reflect histological patterns.
and tumoral perfusion distribution at the macroscopic scale, with cellular and perfusion homogeneity being favorable factors for therapeutic response. These findings are consistent with previously reported results using perfusion CT showing a higher fractal dimension in malignant colic lesions compared with normal colon, with a higher fractal dimension in low perfusion areas, and better response of hepatocellular carcinoma to anti-angiogenic therapy for lesions with lower baseline fractal dimension.41

4.D. Impact of segmentation threshold and image resolution

Phantom and patient studies showed that a threshold at 41% of maximal SUV was optimal for tumor volume estimation. This value was derived using older generation PET-CT systems without TOF acquisition or PSF correction and have not been optimized for textural analysis. Due to spatial resolution considerations, a non-negligible part of the metabolic information related to the tumor is expected to lie outside the limits of the 41% thresholded VOI. The information loss is even more critical when a connectivity constraint is imposed on the tumor boundaries, since the higher the threshold value the higher the probability of yielding fragmented VOIs. In this study, the aim was not to achieve accurate volume measurements but rather to assess the prognostic relevance of texture and shape parameters; therefore, a low threshold value of 30% was deliberately chosen to systematically encompass the entire metabolic area pertaining to the tumor. The derived metrics were not those of the morphological tumor volume but those of its metabolic rendering using 18FDG PET. The results presented in Tables II and III clearly show that the texture and shape indices extracted from the 30% thresholded VOIs, although highly correlated with those obtained using the 41% threshold (except for the 2D fractal dimension), were better predictors of early metabolic response. It has already been pointed out that the variability in the textural feature range depends on the segmentation method employed. The accuracy of shape metrics such as fractal dimension extracted from metabolic images still needs to be assessed and deserves further investigation using phantom experiments.

The quantification of heterogeneity is dependent on PET data resolution, and PSF-corrected images are known to provide parameters with wider ranges of variation than noncorrected images. This is due to better resolution recovery and a slightly lower signal to noise ratio, which directly affect the textural information contained in the image. Our results tend to demonstrate that the textural features extracted from smoothed images remain highly correlated with those extracted from nonsmoothed images and that their prognostic pertinence is robust to image resolution in a range of low to moderate postsmoothing levels. Shape parameters were significantly impacted by postsmoothing due to the close relationship between image resolution and the regularity of tumor boundaries induced by the segmentation method. In particular, the 2D fractal dimension, as a marker of the complexity of tumor boundaries, lost its prognostic value when computed on strongly postsmoothed images.

4.E. SVM predictive models

Predictive models including MTV and MTV + histology achieved globally similar performances in terms of ROC AUC and balanced accuracy. High MTV was very specific of an incomplete metabolic response, in agreement with recent results indicating that baseline MTV is a strong predictor of overall and progression-free survival in diffuse large B cell lymphoma. Accounting for histological type resulted in slightly higher accuracy related to the high sensitivity of histology to poor metabolic response. This can mainly be explained by the observation that most of the HL patients were good responders, whereas response was more variable among the NHL patients. When the prognostic performances of textural and shape indices was examined, the combination of parameters that yielded the highest added predictive value was contrast, PSD AUC, surfacic extension, and 2D and 3D fractal dimensions. In cross-validation, the predictive accuracy reached 80%, with sensitivity above 90% and specificity around 70%. In particular, specificity was substantially higher than that provided by MTV + histology.

Prognosis assessment is of utmost importance for therapeutic adjustment and planning for monitoring in Hodgkin and non-Hodgkin lymphomas. Patient follow-up is ongoing to evaluate whether pertinent textural or shape indices, in association with usual prognostic factors like baseline tumor volume and early metabolic response on interim PET-CT, might help to improve the prediction of progression-free and overall survival. Further investigations are required to assess the reproducibility of the proposed metrics as a function of the PET scanner model and acquisition protocol.

5. CONCLUSION

These preliminary results of a retrospective study of 57 patients with bulky lymphomatous disease demonstrate that textural and shape analyses conducted on baseline 18FDG PET-CT scans might be valuable tools for further assessment of tumor aggressiveness and forecasting sensitivity to chemotherapy. In particular, morphological features like surfacic extension, and 2D and 3D fractal dimensions, as potential macroscopic surrogates for histologic heterogeneity and tumoral perfusion, appear to be innovative and promising quantitative features in oncological PET. Most of the computed metrics are sensitive to the segmentation method and image resolution, their association with early response being optimal when high resolution images with PSF correction are considered, provided that a relatively low threshold is used for VOI segmentation. When combined with usual prognostic factors like tumor volume and histology, relevant texture and shape parameters allow for better prediction of early metabolic response. This suggests that texture and shape analyses of bulky lymphomas might eventually provide relevant
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